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Description Stock #269810 - 2013 Chateau 31F! Low mileage! E450 Chassis! Nice
Layout!This roomy two-slide 2013 THOR CHATEAU 31F motorhome is ready to
roll!Built on the Ford E-450 chassis and powered by a V10 6.8L engine with
305HP, this RV has plenty of power to get you through highway traffic or
wilderness backroads. Equipped with a 5,000 lb. towing hitch, you can also hook
up your car, boat, or trailer and bring it along for the ride.If you choose to wander
off the grid, this RV has you covered with a 40-gallon freshwater tank, dual gray
tanks with a 51-gallon capacity, a 28-gallon black tank, and a 41 lb propane tank.
This unit also has an Onan 4000 Gas Generator built-in. This Chateau will be set
up easily and perform well in any RV park with 30 amp service. Comfort is king in
this, Coachmen! There is room to sleep 8, with a large bed over the cab, a dinette
sleeper, a jack-knife sofa, and a comfortable queen bed. And if you get hungry or
thirsty, you have access to a refrigerator/freezer, stove, and
microwave/convection oven to fill your needs. There are two TVs, one in the
bedroom and one in the cab bunk if you want entertainment. Of course, the dash
stereo system is also available.Planning on an extended stay? Well, then you need
storage. This Chateau has lots of storage both inside and outside the vehicle.
Inside the RV, you will find overhead compartments along each wall and plenty of
cabinet and closet space in each room. Outside you will find several
compartments totaling 43.5 cubic feet of space.Get your traveling plans in gear
and grab this 2013 THOR CHATEAU 31F motorhome today!We are looking for
people all over the country who share our love for boats/RVs. If you have a
passion for our product and like the idea of working from home, please visit
Careeers [dot] PopSells [dot] com to learn more.Please submit any and ALL offers
- your offer may be accepted! Submit your offer today!Reason for selling is not in
use anymore..You have questions? We have answers. Call us at (941) 200-1030
to discuss this RV.Selling your RV has never been easier. At Pop RVs, we literally
sell thousands of units every year all over the country. Call (855) 273-7188 and
we'll get started selling your RV today.
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Basic information Year: 2013
Stock Number: 269810
VIN Number: rvusa-269810
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 31

Item address 78737, Austin, Texas, United States
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